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The Volkswagen Jetta offers a near ideal balance between ride and handling. This, along with its
premium cabin materials and long features list, makes it one of our top recommendations to
small-car buyers. The Volkswagen Jetta has always been one of our favorites. Like many cars
conceived in Germany, the Jetta possesses an uncanny ability to keep the driver in touch with
every undulation and irregularity on the road without sacrificing comfort. VW's small car can no
longer be grouped with economy cars like the Civic and Corolla in terms of price, but it hasn't
lost any of its appeal with U. Volkswagen has kept its top seller fresh with continual upgrades:
the introduction of the marvelous 1. For , a new and more powerful 1. The TDI promises to offer
all the economic pluses of a diesel along with comparable power and refinement to VW's
gasoline engines. An all-new VW Jetta arrived midyear in , and although it's a better car in every
way, it lacks the cool factor of the previous-generation Jetta. Regardless, the new Jetta is a leap
forward in refinement, handling, power and value. The addition of a turbocharged 2. If you're
looking for a car that's small but not too small, not to mention safe, refined and well equipped,
the Volkswagen Jetta deserves consideration. The Volkswagen Jetta sedan is available in Value
Edition, 2. The Value Edition sedan comes with inch wheels, air conditioning, a speaker CD
stereo with MP3 compatibility, cruise control and power windows, mirrors and locks. The 2. The
TDI is equipped much like the 2. The sporty GLI boasts inch wheels, a firmer suspension,
bi-xenon headlamps, color-keyed body cladding and sport bucket seats. Options include a
navigation system, leather upholstery, power seats, automatic climate control, a six-disc CD
changer and, on the GLI only, inch wheels. Value Edition and 2. The TDI has a 1. A five-speed
manual is standard on the Value Edition, 2. A six-speed automatic is available on all models.
The automatic in the TDI, 2. A manual transmission by definition, the DSG removes the clutch
pedal, and places it under the control of computer chips and hydraulic servos. When left in auto
mode, it's as smooth and hassle-free as any conventional automatic. When shifted manually,
the DSG offers quick, precise gear changes. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes, seat-mounted side
airbags for front occupants and full-length head curtain airbags are standard across the line.
Stability control is either standard or optional, depending on the model. Seat-mounted side
airbags for rear passengers are optional. In NHTSA crash testing, the VW Jetta received four
stars for driver and passenger protection in frontal impacts, and five stars for front and rear
seat protection in side impacts. The sedan also aced the side-impact test conducted by the IIHS.
Out on the road, the Volkswagen Jetta manages to provide both comfortable ride quality and
agile handling. Though not as edgy as the previous Jetta, the current model has a rock-solid
feel with a surprisingly quiet ride. Acceleration is acceptable with all of the engines, but our
favorite is the smooth and potent turbo four. This engine is most enjoyable in the GLI sedan,
which has a taut suspension to back it up. The Jetta's cabin is filled with high-quality materials
and assembled with care. Even the base Value Edition model has an upscale flair with
comfortable seating and tasteful trim. A tall roofline gives the front seat a spacious feel.
Headroom is a little tight in the rear, but there's ample legroom for adults. Trunk capacity
measures 16 cubic feet. It's what's been missing from the recently redesigned Volkswagen
Jetta. VW gave the car new lines, a bigger cabin and more power across the board, but
somewhere along the way, the Jetta got a bit too serious. So far there have been just two
models, the entry-level 2. For , Volkswagen has added two more: the luxurious 2. The two
models cost essentially the same, and use the same turbocharged engine, but they're as
different as wine and whiskey. With its standard heated seats and optional wood trim, the 2. In
the Jetta's sensible-yet-sporty world, the GLI, with its blacked-out honeycomb grille, sport seats
and a sport-tuned suspension, is for the up-and-coming rock star. It's the fun one. Juiced-Up
Jetta Both models are front-wheel drive and use the same 2. The engine produces horsepower
at 6, rpm and pound-feet of torque from 1, to 4, rpm, which is more than enough grunt to make
the chubby 3,pound Volkswagen Jetta GLI a relatively quick ride. Buyers can choose between
two transmissions, a six-speed manual or a six-speed direct-shift gearbox DSG. We prefer the
DSG, which permits fully automatic or true manual operation. In "Drive" it's a quality automatic.
In manual mode, it switches gears in a heartbeat and perfectly matches revs on every
downshift. Plus, there's no clutch pedal to mess with, just a couple of well-placed steering
wheel paddles. Additional features include standard stability control, traction control and inch
alloy wheels. A standard sport suspension is the GLI's only real mechanical difference over the
2. The resulting ride is stiff and sporty but by no means uncomfortable, much like the ride in our
Audi A4 long-term car. Looking the Part In typical German fashion, big honking wings, spoilers
and faux carbon fiber are all conspicuously absent. Instead, VW's wild child Jetta has subtle
touches to denote its high-performance pedigree. Outside, the GLI gets the black honeycomb
grille accented with a red pinstripe, black lower body trim, blue tinted windows, dual stainless
exhaust tips, bright red brake calipers, auto-leveling high-intensity xenon headlights, and GLI
badges front and rear that replace the Jetta name completely. Things are just as sporty yet

subtle in the cabin. All the wood and metallic trim from the standard model have been replaced
with genuine aluminum. The front seats are eight-way adjustable sport buckets that are
exclusive to the GLI. They offer exceptional support and comfort, even on long drives. The
pedals are covered in aluminum trim with rubber grip strips for quick footwork, and the tilting
and telescoping F1-style flat-bottom steering wheel is thickly padded. Safety concerns are
addressed with standard dual front, front-side, front-side curtain and rear-side curtain airbags.
Rear-passenger thorax airbags, which come out of the door, are optional. It's fast, just not
crazy-fast. VW claims the car will sprint to 60 mph in 7 seconds when equipped with the DSG
transmission. That's the same time recorded by the last A3 we tested, which used the same
drivetrain, and it's nearly two and a half seconds quicker than the last Jetta 2. Instead of
stoplight-to-stoplight racing, the GLI is built for high-speed cruising and occasional canyon
carving. The turbo four offers plenty of bottom-end torque to get things rolling, but it really
shines from 4,, rpm, where the motor sings and the turbo whines. Tip the accelerator in the
engine's sweet spot and the car leaps forward. At triple-digit speeds on an empty stretch of New
Mexico highway, the GLI's interior remained quiet and its engine purred along like a happy
kitten. High-speed stability was excellent. When the road does turn, the electromechanical
steering is tight and sporty, offering excellent feedback and feel. And the suspension, which
has thicker antiroll bars, gives the car a hunkered-down planted feeling in the corners. Push too
hard and radical understeer rears its ugly head, but the car is easy to drive quickly and much
more fun than we thought it would be. As much as we like to think of ourselves as rock stars,
and as much as we like driving the GLI, that sounds like a lot for the Jetta. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Volkswagen Jetta Diesel. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen Jetta lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Elevated price, bland exterior styling contradicts nameplate's youthful image. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Jetta for sale near you.
See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Two new trim levels join the Jetta lineup for the upscale 2.
Both feature a hp, turbocharged 2. All Jettas besides the Value Edition now feature standard
alloy wheels, and torso-protecting rear-seat side airbags are newly optional. Read more. Write a
review See all reviews. Both have issues Read less. Cam failures. Known issue on TDI owner
club - cam shaft and lifters fail not hardened correctly BRM Engine code 1. Prevention: have
timing belt replacement, at same time ask for mechanic to assess the valve lifters followers Will
lose power, will trip all sorts of codes Check engine, progresses to worse! Sorry VW does not
offer any ear to this problem.. I am going to japanese engines! Never again for me. Bought my
TDI new back in September Until last week, I couldn't give anything but high praises for the car
and interior finish. I'm a light driver and just recently turned over 86K miles. Always dealer
maintained and it just completed its annual checkup about a month ago. Last week the car
sputtered backing out of the garage and then had to get it towed into the dealer. My poor TDI's
diagnosis: "On the initial diagnostic scan we found faults for fuel running rich in the oxygen
sensors and mass air flow system. Called tech line and was advised to remove valve cover and
inspect for doming or for worn cam lobes - found lobes worn and tappets domed over. Needless
to say I'm stunned the engine failed at relatively low mileage. The value of all VW diesels has
taken a serious hit due to the emission scandal even though this model is not part of the recall.
While VW headquarters was happy to listen to my concerns, they are unwilling to help with
anything, and the dealer was not willing to offer any special incentives on a new VW for a
person in this situation. The dealer would also not accept the as a trade in as they said the best
I could expect was to donate it to charity and take the tax deduction. This car has never been
wrecked, always garage kept and dealer maintained. Two weeks ago I would have said this is
the best car I've ever had and that VW was the best company to deal with. I've changed my
mind. We bought this car new in and now have , miles on it. We've replaced the timing belt twice
and had 3 wheel bearings replaced. We recently replaced the original battery and the brakes

have only been replaced once. Yeah, the rubber has worn off the radio buttons, but that's just
cosmetic, who cares? I change the oil every 5, miles religiously and it doesn't leak or burn oil.
It's been a great car! We're contemplating replacing the wheels because they're getting beat up again cosmetic. Here's an update - I totaled the car in February with , miles on it. The car is ok,
but I would love to have the old car back. See all reviews of the Used Volkswagen Jetta Diesel.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed
4. Sponsored cars related to the Jetta. Sign Up. There are only two new cars in the U. When rolls
around and more stringent emissions requirements finish phasing in, we may find ourselves
with just the Benz. Mercedes has shown us its particulate-filter-equipped and compliant E
BlueTec , but Volkswagen hasn't revealed what it's doing to comply with the stricter standards.
Presumably, VW will follow Mercedes and add similar technology to clean up the exhaust;
however, VW has conceded that a diesel Jetta might not be ready here by the beginning of the
year. If VW diesels are your bag, you're not entirely out of luck. The German automaker may
stockpile Jetta TDIs, which it will sell into the calendar year until a true, emissions-compliant
model is ready. In September , we pitted a Jetta TDI of the previous generation against its
gas-sipping competition , and although the Jetta wasn't the quickest or most fuel efficient of the
bunch, it offered a nearly gas-like experience while delivering 42 mpg on our highway loop and
33 mpg around town. The same fuel-conscious hp, 1. Now in its fifth generation, the Jetta has
grown in size, refinement, sophistication, and price. So the question before us now is: How
does the Jetta acquit itself when it has only half the horsepower? If you're not interested in
stoplight drag races, there's very little that says diesel about the TDI. There is a trace of turbo
lag from a stop, which can be seen in the longish The Jetta's pound-feet of torque and optional
six-speed dual-clutch Direct Shift Gearbox keep the power available and give the impression
that there are more than horses underhood. In park, the only telltale that you're in a diesel Jetta
is the rpm redline on the tachometer and the glow-plug light â€” it looks like a fusilli noodle â€”
that briefly illuminates when you start the engine. There's no waiting for the glow plugs â€” just
hop in and turn the key. When the engine is cold, a bit of diesel clatter can be heard from inside
the cabin, but once the engine is warm, there is mostly a mellow hum with only the slightest hint
of the characteristic percolator-like gurgling. At idle it's a bit louder than the gas Jettas we've
tested. At speed, the engine note moves into the background to the tune of 68 decibels at 70
mph â€” two more than the regular Jetta and two less than the GLI. Don't tell your passengers
they're in a diesel and it's unlikely they'll ever suspect there is anything unusual about your
Jetta. Since diesel pumps are inevitably coated in diesel fuel, they might wonder why you smell
like a trucker, but that's not the car's fault. Despite our alpha driver tendencies â€” gotta be in
front, gotta be in front â€” the TDI returned 36 mpg,
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which translates into a heady mile range the EPA highway number of 42 mpg equals miles
between stops. The Jetta TDI is so adept at hiding its weird side that hybrid cross-shoppers
who revel in the statement and odd nature of their vehicles might be turned off by its
unabashedly carlike personality. Volkswagen's diesel is an affordable, fuel-efficient car â€”
never a hybrid spaceship â€” yet it retains enough diesel traits to keep things interesting. We're
hoping VW finds a way to keep selling it. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

